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Hepatitis C Dashboards
• Developed dashboards for acute-care hospitals and
community health centers in New York City
• Dashboards contain two metrics calculated using Health
Department surveillance data
• RNA confirmation rate
• Treatment initiation rate

• Dashboards distributed annually to hospitals since 2017

Hepatitis C Clinical Exchange Network
Peer-to-peer learning
collaborative since 2014

Increase clinical capacity for
screening, diagnosing,
managing and treating
hepatitis C

97 Participating providers
at 40 acute care
hospitals, in
gastroenterology,
infectious disease and
primary care

Dashboards as data-tocare tool to support
implementation of quality
improvement initiatives

Surveillance Registry
• Electronic laboratory reporting since 2006
• Receive all positive antibody, positive and negative RNA
tests for all New York City residents
• Includes the name and address of the ordering facility

Identifying Facilities from Surveillance Data
• Ordering facility names and addresses on reported laboratory tests can
require cleaning
• Misspellings, variations all need to be accounted for

• Hospitals can have multiple addresses within the same complex, satellite
buildings, multiple campuses, or outpatient clinics
• Work with facilities to determine what sites to include

RNA Confirmation Metric
• Percentage of people with ≥1 positive antibody test from
a facility who have ≥1 RNA test ordered within 3 months
from the same facility
• Person-level, not a per-antibody test metric
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Treatment Initiation Metric
• Patient assignment: based on the location of a person’s
last reported positive RNA test in the prior year, assign the
person as a patient of that facility
• Treatment initiation: from the time of that last positive test,
at least one negative RNA test result in the following year*
• If ≥1 subsequent negative RNA test comes from the patient’s
assigned facility, treatment attributed to that facility
• Otherwise, treatment initiation assigned to elsewhere in NYC

• Percentage of assigned patients initiating treatment by the
end of the following year
*adapted from a validated surveillance-based treatment initiation definition

Treatment Initiation Example
• Patient assignment at the end of 2016
• Treatment initiation by the end of 2017
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Testing Patient Assignment
• Is only one positive RNA test ‘enough’ to call someone a patient of a
given facility?
• Are some people really patients elsewhere and receiving care and treatment
at another facility?

• Tested a stricter definition of patient assignment: at least one additional
HCV test from the same facility ordered within ±6 months
• People with one positive RNA test, but not this additional test, were
treated at a much lower rate (30% vs 60%) than those that had this
additional test
• Conclusion: Hospitals need to prioritize care and treatment for all individuals
that test RNA positive at their facilities; they cannot assume patients are
receiving treatment elsewhere
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Targeted Technical Assistance
• Engage with providers and hospital leadership to
increase capacity to treat through provider training
• Identify facilities in need of support for the
implementation of reflex to RNA testing
• Offer EMR query tool for providers to monitor patients
through the care continuum
• Promote initiatives to support patient outreach and
improve linkages to care

Hospital Leadership Responses
“We have received the HCV Dashboards for [our
hospital], and really appreciate the report! We will
share it with all of our staff at [our infectious
disease program], and with our hospital leadership,
and brainstorm ideas for improving linkage to care
for HCV positive patients.”

“We are falling short on the treatment
part.[…] Obviously, we need to do more
on this.”

“This report is really great. We’re using it to
convince our leadership to implement
universal testing at our clinics.”

“It would be extremely useful for us if you could
provide us with the list of patients that you have
identified as hep C positive and requiring treatment.
We could cross match with our own list, determine
why treatment was not provided at [our hospital]
and seek resources for more aggressive linkage to
care for these specific individuals.”

Providing Patient Lists
• Support providers follow-up on patients in need of
linkage to care
• Dashboard data are not real-time, surveillance data are
• Tension between providing up-to-date data vs providing
data reflective of dashboard metrics

Conclusions and Lessons Learned
• Dashboards helpful for situational awareness, quality
improvement, targeted technical assistance
• Dashboard development requires extensive analytic time
and capability
•
•
•
•
•

Need generally complete and comprehensive surveillance system
Reporting of both negative and positive RNA tests
Query-able system and ability to ID ordering facilities
Analyst and programmatic time
Relationships with facilities
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